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:35. A Proof of Kotak and Narasimhan’s Theorem

By Hikosaburo KOMATSU
Department of Mathematics, University of Tokyo

(Comm. by Z. SUETUNA, M.J.A., NOV. 12, 1962)

We shall give a simple proof of the following theorem announced
by Kotak and Narasimhan [1.

Theorem. Let P=P(x, D) be a linear elliptic differential oper-
ator of order m with analytic coecients in a domain [2Rn. Then,
a function u--u(x) is analytic in 2 if and only if it satisfies
1 ) I] Pullz’(o <--B/(pm) (p-- O, 1, 2,...)

for every relatively compact subdomain G with a constant B
depending only P, G and u.

Proof of Sufficiency. u is in CP-+/(9)if Ppu is in L(9).
Therefore we may suppose that u is infinitely differentiable.

For functions f in C(G) we define

where G is the set of points xG such that the distance from x to
the boundary of G is larger than . We shall make use of the
following apriori inequalities (see [3] for a proof).
2

may take an arbitrary positive number and the eonstant C depends
only on P and G.

We fix a positive eonstant p and define the semi-norm N(u) by
N(u)-supSlgul]

First we shall prove that if p is sufficiently small, then

(4) N’(u)<Co{N’-’(Pu)+ (Pm) Nq(u)}
q=0 (qm)[

holds for every u eC=(G) with a eonstant Co independent of u and
p-l, 2,....

When p-l, (4) is obviously valid with Co-2C. In ease p+l2,
it follows from (2) that

N<+)m(u)- sup ((p+2)6)

sup

Because of the analyticity of the coefficients of P(x,D), their
r-th derivatives are majorated by A+r! with a constant AI.

Leibniz’ formula gives
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r=l 8=0

<_llpull(++(m+l), .A-++llV+,-u]]+

t=l

Let C=(m+I)9A+’C. For r=l, 2,...,m, we have by (3)
(m)

Hence by substituting (pm)-’(2mCC) -’/" for e and summing over r,
we have

PmU llp

<&y,+’(u) +C ((+1)) Y,(u)
2 (pm)]

where C is a constant depending only on C, C, m and p.
For q=p--1, p-2,..., 1, we have

(qm-- t)

((q+ 1)m) k p+l q /

(q-t)

< C, ((+1)m) N+,(u)+C,.((+I))N,(u).
((+)) ()

The constant C, is indedependent of p, q and u if p < A-’. Combining
these inequalities we obtain

N+’(u) 9CpN(Pu)+&N’
2

+(9C+C+C,) ((+)m) N,(
()

((+
,=0 (qm)I

This proves the inequality (4).
Next we shall prove by induction that

wih C=+1.
When p=O, this is trivial. We assume that (g) is already roved
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when p is replaced by a smaller number. Write the inequality (4)
and apply (4) to N’(u) for q-p--l, p--2,..., 1 successively. Then
we easily obtain the estimate- (pm) C_qNqm(pu)+Cf(pm) NO(u).N’(u) <= q=o ((q+ 1)m)!
Hence by induction hypotheses we have

N(u)<C
((q+1)m) =0 ) ’)+C()g(u)

=.

, ((+)m)
Now that (g) is established, it is easy to rove the analytieity

of . Prom (1) and (g) it follows that
llc(+)*(m) (-o, , ,. .).

By (8) we have

for t-l,..., m--1. Thus if B, is sufficiently large,
gqugBI+(q+m)

holds for all q-0, 1, 2,.... Therefore u is analytic in G.
Proof of Necessity. We shall prove by induction on p that the

inequality
6 ) gqPuz(e)Bq+++(q+pm) (p, q--O, 1, 2,...)

holds for B sufficiently large.
In case p--0, the analyticity of u implies the validity of (6)for

all q with a constant B. Assume that (6) is true for a p and all
q. Similarly to the proof of (4), applying Leibniz’ formula to gqP+’u
=(gqP)Pu, we obtain

q .A+Eg+.-pul

--1

g(m+l) qAr+[[gq+-rpu+mqlA+
=o (q--r) =o

B =o(q-r) (q+(+)m)- (s+pm)
:0 (z+(+)m)

If B is so large that AB-<I]2, the factor in the bracket does
not exceed m+2 for any q. Therefore if we choose for B a number
larger than (m+2)A, then we have (6) with p replaced by p+l.

Remarks. This kind of theorem was first obtained by Nelson
[4J in the form that the right hand side of (1) is replaced by B+pl.
The case of constant coefficients was treated by Komatsu [2, 3.
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Some interesting applications to the theory of partial differential
equations are given in [2 and Kotak’s forth-coming paper.

I should like to express my sincere gratitude to Dr. Kotak,
who kindly read the manuscript and advised to publish it. His own
proof will soon appear in Bull. Soc. Math. France.
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